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ABSTRACT: Aptamers are chemical antibodies possessing the
capability of overcoming the limitations posed by conventional
antibodies, particularly for diagnostic, therapeutic, and theranostic
applications in cancer. The ease of chemical modifications or
functionalization, including conjugations with nucleic acids, drug
molecules, and nanoparticles, has made these aptamers to gain
priorities in research. In this Mini-review, various reports on
therapeutics with aptamer-functionalized nanomaterials for con-
trolled or multistep drug release, targeted delivery, stimuli-
responsive drug release, etc. are discussed. In the case of nucleic-
acid-conjugated aptamers, DNA nanotrains and DNA beacons are
discussed in terms of the possibility of multidrug loading for
chemotherapy and gene therapy. Developments with electrochemical aptasensors and signal-enhanced immune aptasensors are also
discussed. Further, the future scope of aptamer technology in cancer theranostics and the prevailing limitations are discussed.

■ INTRODUCTION
The emergence of new diseases and syndromes demands the
development of highly efficient diagnostic and therapeutic
strategies.1 Cancer, a heterogeneous and multifaceted disease
that leads to anomalistic cell growth and proliferation by altering
genomic and molecular characteristics, is one among them that
has received much attention from researchers in recent years.
The challenges posed by the rapidly increasing tumor-induced
mortality rate from cancer are significantly due to inefficient
diagnostic and therapeutic management.2 Currently available
traditional methods include chemotherapy, radiotherapy, and
surgery, but all these methods display limitations for practical
clinical applications. In chemotherapy, therapeutic quantities of
drugs are distributed throughout the body intravenously.
Though this method is effective for treating cancer cells, it
lacks selectivity, causing non-specific damage to normal cells.
Moreover, reports have revealed that patients can develop
resistance to these chemotherapeutic drugs, which is again
considered as a major limitation of this method.
The most widely used and prescribed anticancer drug,

cisplatin, is being replaced with numerous other platinum
metal complexes in order to overcome the limitations posed by
the former. The major limitations include (i) the rapid
development of resistance against cisplatin and (ii) adverse
side effects (nausea, nephrotoxicity, cardiotoxicity, hepatotox-
icity, and neurotoxicity) when used at efficient dosage
concentrations that might result in events like arrhythmias,
congestive heart failure, electrocardiographic changes, and
myocarditis. Further, the toxicity of cisplatin is altered by the
generation of non-enzymatic molecules and antioxidant

enzymes, reduction of glutathione, etc. In order to overcome
the above limitations, combination therapies are employed to
inhibit the growth of tumors and metastasis and are known to
potentially decrease the systemic toxicity. Several synthetic and
therapeutic strategies using platinum-based anticancer com-
plexes in combination with gene editing technology, photo-
activation, and therapies that include reactive oxygen species
(ROS)-based, thermal, immune, etc. have been developed
recently. Investigations have revealed the mode of inhibition
to be induced via various processes that lead to apoptosis, DNA
damage, and cell cycle arrest.3a In general, the cisplatin
anticancer drugs act through the formation of intra-strand and
inter-strand cross-links with DNA.3b,c However, literature
evidence has shown that a small percentage of the intra-cellular
drug enters the nucleus of rapidly proliferating cancer cells and
reacts with nuclear DNA to result in cell cycle arrest and
apoptosis. Cisplatin acts by targeting enzymes involved in cell
proliferation and growth, autophagy, etc. Evidence reveals that
promotion of cell cycle arrest by cisplatin is through enzyme-
mediated p53/p21 pathways.4a,b Several other mechanisms are
adopted by cisplatin drugs, including induced stress in the
estrogen receptor, disruption of nucleic acid transcription,
inhibition of oncogenic enzymes, acidification of cytoplasm,
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etc.4c−e The further potential of these drugs as photodynamic
therapeutics has also been proven.4f Many computational
methods were also successfully employed to investigate the
potential of numerous heterocyclic compounds as anticancer
agents.4g,h

On the other hand, radiotherapy often produces adverse
reactions like radiation-induced osteonecrosis and pneumonia.
Therefore, it has become a necessity to explore more efficient
methods for diagnosis, early detection, and treatment of cancers
to reduce the increasing mortality rate. With the available
diagnostics, the detection of cancer cells at early stages still
remains a challenge. Numerous strategies are being reported and
proven to be better than the existing ones. The advances in
aptamers have opened avenues toward cancer therapeutics.
Recently, the use of aptamers in cancer therapy has been
successfully proven to have better efficiencies than the existing
counterparts.
Aptamers are short single-stranded DNA/RNA oligonucleo-

tides (A, G, C, and T/U) possessing unique secondary and
tertiary structures with high specificity for a selected target.
Aptamers are also known as chemical antibodies. They have
proven better efficiencies as compared to antibodies, as the
application of antibodies is complicated by their macro-
molecular size, stability, high immunogenicity, etc.5 The unique
binding properties of these aptamer drugs place them above the
existing molecular drugs. With the evolution of aptamers and
possible conjugates, the process of selective and targeted
delivery of drugs has been made easy, with very high efficiencies.
Moreover, the recent developments with SELEX (Systematic
Evolution of Ligands through Exponential enrichment)
procedures, from a library of 1013−1016 ssRNA or ssDNA
molecules, have made it possible to screen and filter out the
aptamer probes with very high specificity to bind the target.
Once aptamers are introduced into a system for targeted drug
delivery, their specificities are enhanced upon entering the target
environment. This further increases their sensitivity toward
several key components or biomarkers that are available in very
limited quantities.6a Their behaviour is very similar to
monoclonal antibodies with enhanced affinity and specificity.
The small size of aptamers promotes their easy access into the
system. The high stability of these probes favors their use in cell-
free assembly, lower preparation cost, and quick and wide-scale
manufacturing applications.
One of the most important problems in cancer therapeutics is

enzymatic degradation, which can be overcome with chemically
modified aptamers.6b With the current advancements, it is
possible to ensure the aptamers’ chemical integrity and
bioavailability when utilized under physiological conditions.

The therapeutic efficiencies of aptamers are enhanced when they
are chemically modified to hold a hydrophobic group.7a−c

Cancer is considered as one of the hardest diseases to treat for
various reasons, including metastasis, induced drug resistance
via overexpression of drug efflux pumps, etc. The available
targeted drug therapies display typical side effects induced by
non-targeted dose-limiting cytotoxicity. Although antibody−
drug conjugates (ADCs) have been extensively utilized for
targeted cancer therapy, aptamer−drug conjugates (ApDCs)
display several advantages. These ApDCs are relatively more
stable/inert with no cytotoxic effect under physiological
conditions.7d The release of drugs is initiated under diseased
conditions wherein many enzymes and biomarkers promote the
dissociation of aptamer-bound drugs via simple enzymatic or
chemical reactions.5b In most of the cases, the released drugs get
intercalated with cellular DNA, while care is taken to design
linkers to attach cytotoxic payloads with aptamers following the
familiar “click” chemistry.
Delivering suboptimal dosages of drugs and/or off-target

delivery can induce inefficient therapeutic efficacy and drug
resistance.8a Targeted drug delivery addresses the above
limitations by reducing systemic toxicity and improving
therapeutic efficiency. Numerous approaches for targeted drug
delivery are known to date, and most of them employ antibodies
as drug transport vehicles.8b

The high affinity and target specificity posed by aptamers
display their great potential for therapeutic applications as drug
delivery agents. These cost-effective, chemically synthesized
aptamers can be easily hybridized to numerous other reagents
like nucleic acids, functionalized nanoparticles, chemical agents,
etc. that make them potent agents for therapeutic and diagnostic
applications.9 The major types of aptamer conjugates that are
available specifically for cancer therapies are shown in Figure 1.
Herein, the pioneering and more recent approaches to the

development of aptamers for treating various types of cancers
are reviewed. The major emphasis will be given to the aptamers
that boost anticancer immunity and induce the expression of
immunogenic antigens. The designs of aptamers that can
overcome the existing limitations in cancer therapeutics are
discussed. The aptamers that target and penetrate tumors and
metastasis are also discussed. Herein, the role of aptamers in
cancer theranostic along with various design approaches for
targeted delivery will be discussed along with their recent
developments. Further the future perspectives of aptamer-based
tumor therapeutic and diagnostic approaches will also be
discussed.

Figure 1. Different types of aptamer conjugates for anticancer applications.
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■ CHEMICAL MODIFICATIONS: APTAMER−DRUG
CONJUGATION

As aptamers are more susceptible to nuclease degradation and
renal filtration, their stabilization via chemical modifications is
very much necessary. These modifications focus on improving
their interaction capabilities to widen their target spectrum and
hence to expand their diagnostic and therapeutic applications. In
particular with aptamer oligonucleotides, these chemical
modifications can enhance their resistance to nuclease
degradation and lower their renal filtration apart from increasing
their binding affinity.10a,b The most commonly employed
chemical modification methods include click reaction, oxida-
tion-induced coupling reaction, and avidin−biotin and thio−
gold reactions.10c,d The non-covalent coupling of drugs with
aptamers is largely limited by its complicated and less efficient
synthetic procedures, poor yields, low payloads, low spatio-
temporal controllability, etc.
In general, aptamers have short life-spans in comparison to

their modified counterparts.11 As they are processed by the
kidneys and excreted from the body or degraded by nucleases,
their physiological applications are very limited. Therefore,
biochemical modifications of these aptamers are being
attempted to ameliorate their pharmacodynamic and pharmaco-
kinetic properties. These modifications include polymerization,
truncation of sequences, functional optimization, etc., which are
known to improve the binding efficiency and stability.12a−c In
particular, a variety of conjugation techniques like coupling
methods and modification designs are available.12d−f The
potency and therapeutic impact of any aptamer-based drug
delivery system greatly rely on a number of essential functional
traits, including targeted accumulation, drug deployment,
stability throughout its internal circulation, and drug loading
capacity.12g These systems are designed to end with minimal or
no residual components other than the target molecule. The
various parameters that guide the aptamer−target interactions,
such as van derWaals and hydrogen-bonding interactions, shape
complementarity, hydrophobicity, etc., should dominate over
other non-specific interactions with the surrounding molecules.
Further, aptamer conjugations are classified into two types: non-
covalent and covalent conjugation. The linker determines the
effects of covalently conjugated aptamers, whereas the drug load
embeds in between specific sequences of the non-covalent

aptamer chains. Combinations of both were also reported to
increase the therapeutic effects. The various types of possible
chemical modifications in aptamers along with their functional
roles in treating cancer are depicted in Figure 2.5,9,12h

Covalent Conjugation. The first covalent conjugation of a
chemotherapeutic drug (Figure 3) with an aptamer that

specifically targets protein tyrosine kinase (PTK7) on the
cellular membrane in lymphoblastic leukemia cells was
successfully demonstrated by Huang et al.13a In this case, a
hydrazone linker was used to conjugate to doxorubicin (DOX).
The DOX C-13 hydrazone derivatives are known to display
better cytotoxic effects than their unconjugated counterparts to
release the drug at a pH of ∼5.0. Moreover, the fluorescence

Figure 2. Different types of chemical modifications of aptamers and their roles in cancer therapies.

Figure 3. Synthetic scheme for aptamer−DOX conjugates that can
bind to target cancer cells with high specificity and affinity.
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property of the above drug conjugate can aid in real-time

monitoring of drug uptake by the target cancer cells. But the

application of this conjugate was limited by the poor payload of

drug conjugated to each aptamer.

Figure 4. (a) Schematic representation of ApDCs from phosphorimidites A, T, G, and C and drug moieties. (b) Structural features of a
phosphorimidite drug.

Figure 5. Representative examples of covalently coupled aptamer−drug conjugates: (a) DOX, (b) NHC−Au(I) complex, and (c) Artesunate.
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Wang et al. reported a new methodology for the preparation
of automated and modular next-generation ApDCs employing
solid-phase synthesis technology for targeted drug delivery
applications.13b As shown in Figure 4, one end of the aptamers
can attach to the drug molecular train. In order to release the
drug into the therapeutic module, the spatiotemporal controll-
ability was maintained through a photocleavable chemical
linkage between the drugs and vehicles. Using this method, it is
possible to conjugate multiple drug moieties onto a single
aptamer with high drug-loading capacity. Moreover, this
automated conjugation method is simple, with very high
efficiency.
The same aptamer was further modified to increase the

payload by holding five copies of another well-known anticancer
drug, 5-fluorouracil. Later modifications of the above included a
photocleavable linker between the aptamer and the drug.13b

Further modifications by Zhu et al. involved the construction of
ApDCs with multiple drug copies that can inhibit cancer
progression at different levels. Other representatives of
covalently conjugated ApDCs are depicted in Figure 5.
Covalent coupling of aptamers with drug molecules is made

possible by substituting reactive functional groups like dibenzo-
cyclooctyne (DBCO), thiols, amines, etc.12 Recently, a cyclic
bivalent ApDC (cb-ApDC) was reported by Zhou et al. that can
selectively sense target cells and effectively localize itself between
the cells. In this ApDC, release of the conjugated drug is initiated
through cleavage mediated by an esterase.14a Moreover, these
cb-ApDCs are reported to possess higher stability than single
ApDCs. Also, with cb-ApDCs, it is possible to manage the
medication ratio accurately through a simple, straightforward
chemical reaction, which further paves way for the development
of combinatorial cancer therapy and combinations for various
medication quantities. Similarly, Yang et al. reported another
ApDC aptamer−mitomycin C conjugate wherein an enhanced
cytotoxicity was revealed to be induced by the linker.14b But this

ApDC displayed limitations with internalization, specificity, and
target recognition. In 2021, an aptamer−artesunate conjugate
was designed by Li et al. where the aptamer enhanced the
targeting activity by piling artesunate at the target site.14c

Experimental evidence revealed that it possessed a specific target
binding capacity with a longer localization time around the
tumor site as compared with the control group. Besides, a nifty
water-soluble aptamer, namely AS1411−paclitaxel conjugate
(AS1411-PTX), was reported by Li et al. that can specifically
target tumor location to deliver PTX.14d The 2-hydroxyl
position of the drug was bound with the aptamer AS1411 via
a dipeptide linker with cathepsin B. Upon recognizing the tumor
site, the linker gets cleaved instantaneously, releasing the
anticancer drug PTX. In the above, the reported drug
combination was to selectively enhance the antitumor activity
against ovarian tumor tissues. A modular aptamer−drug
coupling model was proposed by Pusuluri et al.15 It is also
evident that tumor-targeting aptamers along with selective drug
combination in a synergistic ratio would result in efficient low-
dose treatments. A precise combination of DOX and
camptothecin (CPT) was coupled through a peptide scaffold
that further linked to an aptamer to generate an aptamer−
cooperative drug conjugate. Using the triple-negative breast
cancer (TNBC) cell line MDA-MB-231 as a model, the probe
revealed a relatively low IC50 (31.9 nmol/L). Moreover, recent
reports have revealed that the specificity and selectivity of the
aptamers conjugates of small molecules display negligible
effects. Therefore, apart from the conventional methods, novel
chemical strategies need to be developed for effective
theranostic.
Non-covalent Conjugation. Non-covalent drug−aptamer

conjugation happens through physical interactions like inter-
calative binding. The initial non-covalent ApDCs could not
meet the required drug-carrying capacity for in vivo
applications.16 In spite of several advantages, these non-

Figure 6. Chemical structures of non-covalent modifications of aptamers.
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covalently conjugated aptamer−drugs were highly unstable due
to their reversible nature. A few examples of non-covalent
modifications of aptamers are shown in Figure 6. The well-
established anticancer drug DOX is known to be non-covalently
conjugated to CG/GC-rich oligonucleotide sequences via
intercalation. Recently, a 2-fluoro-modified RNA aptamer that
was non-covalently conjugated to DOX was utilized to treat
retinoblastoma with very high specificity and greatly enhanced
therapeutic efficacy. Similarly, in an investigation of gene-
mediated therapeutics, a 2-fluoro-modified RNA aptamer that
was non-covalently conjugated to siRNA revealed an excellent
inhibitory effect on an overexpressed B-cell activating factor
receptor protein (BAFF-R) in B-cell malignancies. Further
modification of the above was carried out with a multivalent
aptamer, wherein the non-covalent conjugation was through a
biotin−streptavidin linker.
Further, high drug loading capacities were made possible with

the development of DNA nanotrains by Tan et al.16 (Figure 7).
These DNA nanostructures possessed the ability to serve as drug
carriers for targeted delivery. In addition to increased payload
capacity, the presence of multivalent aptamers increased the
specificity to a large extent in DNA nanocentipedes.
In line with the above discussion, numerous reports are

available in the literature. A diverse myeloma-cell-targeting
ApDC with DOX drug was developed following hydrophobic
interactions by Wen et al.17 The designed ApDC was then
localized into the lysosome while exactly binding to the CD38
protein. Consequently, the drug molecule was released in the
tumor cells with an acidic environment to further prohibit their

growth. This methodwas reported with zero side effects. Further
enhancement was made by Zeng et al. with 15 DOX molecules
with trifurcated Newkome-type monomer structure (TNM-
DOX) containing pH-dependent hydrazone bond. But, this
approach was reported with propensity for drug leakage and
induced toxic side effects. A more efficient system for the
purpose is yet under investigations.

■ APTAMER−DRUG CONJUGATES IN CANCER
THERANOSTICS

Nucleic Acid Drugs. Nucleic acids are considered as
versatile materials for the construction of nanodevices that
allow a variety of functionalization for imaging applications,
induced drug release, biovehicles, targeting entities, etc. The
possibility of functional nucleic acids to alter and control gene
expression in cells makes them as potential drug candidates.18 In
order for them to exhibit their drug activity, nucleic acids need to
be transported to target cells in an efficient manner. But the
negative charges carried by the nucleic acids prevent their entry
into the cell membrane or crossing the lipid bilayers. Therefore,
to enhance their targeted delivery, aptamer conjugates were
successfully employed. Recently many therapeutic oligonucleo-
tides like siRNA and miRNA have proven their efficient roles in
cancer therapy and other gene-related diseases that display
undruggable targets for small-molecule drugs. These siRNA and
miRNA drugs have shown excellent potential when used along
with aptamer vehicles.19a Recently, a photocleavable aptamer−
siRNA conjugate that can induce gene silencing upon irradiation
was also reported.19b,c

Figure 7. Self-assembly of nucleic acid building blocks into aptamer nanotrains for targeted therapeutics and theranostics.

Figure 8. Multifunctional DNA nanostructure for combined gene therapy (p53 gene as tumor suppressor) and chemotherapy (anticancer drug).
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Similarly, Esposito et al. reported another tyrosine kinase
binding aptamer that effectively inhibits transcription of STAT3
in glioblastoma cells.20a The same group also reported an
aptamer−miRNA conjugate that could inhibit the proliferation
of glioblastoma stem cells. As the overexpression of miRNAs
indicates diseased conditions, they are considered as one of the
important biomarkers in diagnostics, particularly in the case of
various cancers. Garrido et al. reported an aptamer−nucleic acid
conjugate that could effectively inhibit the growth of various
tumors without displaying toxicity.20b Several DNA nanodevices
were reported for the detection of important cancer biomarkers,
employing gold nanoparticles, DNA beacons, etc. to understand
tumor metastasis. A therapeutic multifunctional nanodevice
(Figure 8) for the co-delivery of anticancer drug and multiple
antisense oligonucleotides was developed for the targeted
delivery of drug and nucleic acid sequences to combat the
induced drug resistance. Such nanoassemblies display numerous
advantages, including targeted delivery, increased drug loading,
antisense oligonucleotides, etc.
Aptasensors. There are different types of aptasensors based

on the mode of detection involved being electrochemical,
colorimetric, fluorescence-based, etc.21a,b In an electrochemical
aptasensor, the response from the aptamer-immobilized electro-
des is monitored. Based on the detection of response signals
upon recognition of the target, they are further classified as cyclic
voltammetry, impedance, and ampere analysis method-based
sensors.21c,d In the initial electrochemical aptasensors, the
immobilization was done through electrostatic or affinity-
oriented adsorption or covalent linking. Recently, a sensor was
developed by electrodepositing gold−platinum nanoparticles on
the electrode surface for signal amplification.22a Further
activation was done with NHS-EDC to link streptomycin for
depositing biotin-labeled aptamers.22b The response signals
were monitored through differential pulse voltammetry (Figure
9).

Further attempts were made to increase the sensitivity of the
electroaptasensors through sandwich aptasensors based on the
principle of immunosensors: aptamer−aptamer, antibody−
aptamer, and aptamer−antibody sandwich layers.23a,b These
kinds of aptasensors involve two steps: recognition of targets
followed by the amplification of signals (Figure 10).

In the former two types of layers, the immobilization of
aptamers was reported to hinder the target recognition in many
cases. In order to overcome this limitation, an immobilization-
free technique (Figure 11) was developed wherein a double-
stranded DNAwas formed using molecular beacons or antibody
fragment Fc-labeled aptamers, which can further get adsorbed
over modified electrodes. Using this method, many limitations
posed by the earlier methods were overcome.24

The changes in the optical properties of gold nanoparticles
upon aggregation and dispersion were utilized in the recognition
of cancer biomarkers. By appropriately labeling the gold
nanoparticles with ssDNA followed by a complementary
aptamer probe that can link the adjacent gold nanoparticles,
the aptasensor was developed. Upon recognizing the high-
affinity target, this sensor modulates the optical properties of
interlinked nanoparticles, as shown in Figure 12.25

Fluorescence-based aptasensors are considered as better
alternatives for colorimetric sensors because of their enhanced
sensitivity and rapid detection capability. These systems, in
combination with a variety of nanomaterials and other
antitumor drugs, have been developed as an efficient approach.
Generally fluorescence turn-on and -off approaches following
FRET are employed. As depicted in Figure 13, a fluorophore is
attached to a flexible aptasensor to which a quencher is linked
appropriately to modulate the FRET activities. Upon sensing
specific tumor biomarkers, conformation changes are induced
that can further influence the fluorescence signals. Several such
fluorescence aptasensors were successfully combined with
photodynamic therapy, photothermal therapy, and chemo-
therapy techniques to diagnose and treat cancers.26

■ FUNCTIONALIZED NANOPARTICLES: GOLD,
POLYMERS, LIPOSOMAL, AND IRON OXIDE

Following the earlier discussions, targeting immune checkpoint
blockades (ICBs) is considered as an important strategy for
cancer treatment. Further strategies utilizing functionalized
nanoparticles along with aptamers have been developed as novel
approaches with enhanced therapeutic efficacies. There are
many approaches to enhance the immunotherapy responses.
TheH1-antihistamine fexofenadine (FEXO) is known to induce

Figure 9. Mechanism of sensing of cancer cells via an electrochemical
aptasensor.

Figure 10.Mechanism of sensing of cancer cells via an electrochemical-
based sandwich aptasensor.
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an immunotherapy response via suppression of M2-like
macrophages’ expression. This drug was very effective when
loaded on self-assembled albumin nanoparticles that were
further attached to PD-L1 aptamers (Figure 14). This strategy
was successfully proven to display enhanced efficacy against
ICBs.27

Before the emergence of nanomedicines, several challenges
for disease treatment and drug delivery were observed. More
than 50 FDA- and EMA-approved nanodrugs were reported and
successfully proven for clinical trials in 1995, with most of them
being utilized for cancer therapy. This opened avenues in the
field of nanomedicine with excellent translational values.

Recently, an albumin-based nanoparticle was reported for PD-
L1 aptamer delivery and the antihistamine drug FEXO.28 As
revealed from dynamic light scattering (DLS) evaluations, the
average size of the PD-L1 aptamer-modified nanoparticle
without FEXO (PDL1-NP) was 135.5 nm, while that of
PDL1-NP-FEXO was 154.6 nm. Moreover, like free PD-L1
aptamers, the PDL1-NP could effectively bind to tumor cells
(MDA-MB-231) that express PD-L1. In vivo studies with mouse
models have revealed that PDL1-NP could significantly boost
the tumor inhibition as compared to free PD-L1 aptamer
without enhancing the systemic toxicity. This method has
proven to be a successful strategy to improve the efficacy of ICBs
and may find potential application in cancer immunotherapy.
The emergence of reprogrammed immune cells has attracted

the attention of researchers toward cancer immunotherapy.
These genetically programmed cells display high expression of
highly specific tumor-recognizing antibodies, enabling them
with better cancer cell recognition and therapeutic efficiency.
The application of this method is currently limited by the highly
active killing nature of the immune cells, leading to continuous
cytokine secretion. In order to enhance the cell recognition
ability and controlled spatiotemporal activation of the killing
effect by the immune cells, recently macrophages engineered
with gold-based polyvalent spherical aptamers were devel-
oped.29a,b In these, the cell membranes of the natural
macrophages were modified with the above-mentioned
aptamers that were further irradiated with X-rays to generate
ROS.

Figure 11. Immobilization-free Fc-tagged aptasensor.

Figure 12. Gold-nanoparticle-tagged colorimetric aptasensor.

Figure 13. FRET-based fluorescence “turn-on” and “turn-off”
aptasensor.

Figure 14. Schematic illustration of an aptamer-modified albumin
nanoparticle.
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■ IMMUNOTHERAPY
The immune system is known to play significant roles toward
inhibiting tumor development and progression. This paved way
for researchers to open up avenues in cancer immunotherapies.
In general, cancer immunotherapy boosts the immune system to
specifically target only the cancer cells to avoid damage caused to
the normal cells. More specifically, the binding of programmed
death ligand 1 (PDL1) to the programmed cell death protein 1
(PD1) localized on the T-lymphocytes is blocked by an ICB
(Figure 15). In order to widen the therapeutic scope, recently an

alternate approach involving multiple markers was identified
through Boolean logic. This led to the development of several
logic-based methods to identify multiple biomarkers.30 Further,
by coupling the above logic-based methods with photo-
sensitizers or radioisotope labels on aptamers, such logic
computing reactions could be extended precisely for photo-
dynamic therapy.
The major challenge faced with cancer immunotherapies�

particularly with those which are highly immunogenic, like
TNBC�is that most of the tumors are capable of evading the
immune system. Therefore, it is necessary to develop strategies
that aim to probe the tumor microenvironment and further
promote antitumor immunity. Two such immunotherapies are
available for tumors that express PDL1. But the challenges to
predict their efficacy still exist due to the heterogeneity displayed
in clinical trials.31a Further developments toward improving the
stability and specificity of this strategy were achieved with
aptamers. Recently, tremendous advancements have been made
toward developing immunotherapeutic targeting strategies that
aim to block specific molecules that can evade the immune
system. In recent years, numerous aptamer-based strategies have
been investigated to induce immune system responses against
various tumors.31b

In the treatment of cancer, blocking the immune checkpoint is
the most commonly adopted technique that could replace the
conventional use of immune checkpoint inhibitors that display
adverse side effects. Along this line, a strategy for photo-
immunotherapy for cancer with an aptamer-based spherical
nucleic acid (SNA), along with an anticancer drug encapsulated
in a metal−organic framework nanoparticle core, was reported
by Zhang et al.32a that can initialize concomitant photodynamic
therapy, chemotherapy, and immunotherapy to inhibit tumors
in mouse models.
In ICB therapy, the inhibitors for PDL1 and its receptor PD1

function by releasing the brake on T-cell antitumor activity. Sun
et al. developed an aptamer labeled with DBCO that can bring
about covalent conjugation with PD1 and PDL1 upon cell

recognition, which can further induce potent immunological
antitumor effects.32b

Platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF) is another target in
immunotherapy that is found to be overexpressed in malignant
cells. Recently, a DNA aptamer that can inhibit the binding of
PDGF to its receptor was reported. Later, several modifications
of this aptamer were carried out to enhance the binding affinity.
Following this, a RNA aptamer was reported that can specifically
bind to the ectodomain of human PDGF receptor-β and inhibit
the activation of receptor and other downstream signaling
processes in human glioblastoma cells. In addition to this, the
above RNA aptamer was able to induce the differentiation of
tumor cells, inhibit cell migration and proliferation, and impede
cancer progression. Further, in the case of TNBC, it is reported
that the aggressiveness of bone-marrow-derived mesenchymal
stem cells (BM-MSCs) could be significantly enhanced.
Therefore, treating BM-MSCs with the above RNA aptamer
could inhibit the receptor-dependent signaling pathways further
to block the uptake of BM-MSCs by TNBC cells.
Recently, Li et al. reported a novel method for the

quantification and imaging of exosomal PDL1 that follows a
cascade of primer exchange reaction-induced DNA nano-
structures.32b This assay is recognized as a diagnostic toolkit
to detect cancer and monitor immunotherapy.

■ CONCLUSIONS
Aptamers are widely used to treat numerous diseases. In
addition to their application in therapeutics, they are also
employed for drug delivery via covalent or non-covalent
attachments of drugs. With the display of exceptional binding
affinity and specificity, these aptamers aremore widely utilized in
diagnosis, imaging, and apta-sensing. Development of aptamer
drugs is one of the most interesting investigations toward the
inhibition of cancer progression. Herein we have summarized
various aptamers that were successfully screened for targets in
different types of tumors. Further development and commerci-
alization of these aptamer drugs will require additional
experiments in live models and clinical trials.
Aptamers are chemically synthesized analogues, with

numerous benefits over conventional methodologies in drug
development. Their distinctive characteristics have promoted
their design strategies for numerous applications. Numerous
strategies are offered, including in vitro diagnosis, drug delivery,
biomarker development and screening, and molecular imaging.
Regardless of the remarkable advantages, aptamer technology is
still developing in the fields of detection and treatment of
cancers.
Several of the existing flaws and limitations are being

investigated for them to be resolved. To date, no therapeutic
aptamers are available as medicines to treat cancers, though
many of them have entered but failed at the level of clinical trials.
To overcome the above limitations, the aptamers are being
chemically modified further to lower their toxicity and prolong
their half-life. In this regard, ApDCs serve as promising
candidates for numerous clinical applications. To obtain
appropriate tumor suppression activity, it is necessary to
develop accurate, controlled, and optimized ApDCs. Further
investigations must focus on improving the existing ApDC
systems, the linkers that can store a large payload and cleave the
drug molecules upon reaching the target sites. ApDCs have
more promising benefits, as they possess high stability, simple
conjugation, ease of customization, and high payload that make
them suitable for applications in chemotherapy, photodynamic

Figure 15. Schematic representing the inhibition of immune
checkpoints through aptamers for PD1 and PDL1.
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therapy, and photokinetic therapy and in developing fluorescent
probes, drug delivery systems, and bioimaging.
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ssDNA single-stranded DNA
DOX doxorubicin
CPT camptothecin
ApDC aptamer−drug conjugate
PTX paclitaxel
DBCO dibenzocyclooctyne
siRNA small interfering RNA
miRNA microRNA
NHS N-hydroxysuccinimide
EDC 1-ethyl-3-(3-(dimethylamino)propyl)carbodiimide
FRET Förster resonance energy transfer
PDL programmed death ligand
PD1 death protein 1
ICB immune checkpoint blockade
TNBC triple-negative breast cancer
SNA spherical nucleic acid
PDGF platelet-derived growth factor
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